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Self-defined as California Reggae: a fusion of genres with reggae as the foundation, including hip-hop,

rap, rock, and multiple alternative subgenres. 5 MP3 Songs WORLD: Reggae, HIP HOP/RAP: Alternative

Hip Hop Details: Rebelution Members: Matt Velasquez - Vocals/Guitar Eric Rachmany - Vocals/Guitar

Marley Williams - Bass Wesley Finley - Drums Rory Carey - Keyboards Rebelution first united in Santa

Barbara, California, built from a wide array of musical backgrounds. With Reggae as the focus, the group

set out to create a sweet and vibrant sound which they dub California Reggae. To Rebelution, California

Reggae symbolizes their appreciation for several musical styles that range from past pioneers to

present-day icons. "If you love Bob Marley, Sublime, and Jack Johnson and you're a regular on the State

Street scene, then chances are you're already crazy about Rebelution. Their combination of reggae,

hip-hop, and rock have made them a favorite of music lovers all over town" -- The Santa Barbara

Independent Rebelution is currently working to extend their music to an international level. With the

success of their original self produced EP in 2006, the band is working on their first full-length album

along with consistent live performances. By playing various venues throughout North America, Rebelution

uses their innovative shows to capture their audience and expand their fan base. "Perhaps the biggest hit

of the day was Rebelution, a popular local outfit specializing in California reggae. They played a

45-minute set to a crowd of people dancing and singing to the catchy, often politically-charged verses." --

Santa Barbara News-Press Rebelution's dynamic sound is led by diverse vocalists and guitarists Matt

Velasquez and Eric Rachmany, who alternate between lead and backing vocals. Together with the

elevating melodies of Rory Carey on keyboards and hard-hitting beats by bass player Marley D. Williams

and drummer Wesley Finley, the band will make you move both physically and mentally. Within the last

year, Rebelution has especially made a name for themselves performing with notable artists like Pepper,

SOJA, Yellowman, Talib Kweli, E-40, and The Pharcyde. Rebelution has already proven themselves in

the musical arena and intends to further expand their success with a sound that confidently claims itself

unique.
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